Adhesive Mechanical
Fastener Flexible Pointing
For hip and ridge tiles
First to pass AS4046.8-2006 using C4 wind load
pressure sequences
Correctly installed, removes the need for
fastening clips on hip and ridge tiles as required
by AS2050 (2005*)
Revolutionary Point Works® Gen II Sprays,
put you in control
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COLOUR CHART

ACCELERANT SPRAY:
to speed up drying
in cold and wet conditions

*Colours only approximation

Jet Black
PW007

Dark Grey
PW006

Grey
PW005

RETARDANT SPRAY:
to extend working time
in hot windy conditions

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
Mid Grey
PW020

Kava
PW048

Fig
PW049

Trufﬂe
PW030

Walnut
PW043

Cocoa
PW016

Coffee
PW033

Bone
PW035

Oatmeal
PW041

Neutral
PW001

Butterscotch
PW050

Burnt Orange
PW008

Outback Red
PW031

Salsa
PW022

Terracotta
PW011

Desert Red
PW010

Crimson
PW004

Mahogany
PW037

Jungle Green
PW038

Fudge
PW052

Savanna
PW044

1.Install ridge tiles in
accordance with AS2050
using a bedding mix of 4
Ridge
to 1 ratio (sand to cement).
tile
After the bedding has ﬁrmed,
using a suitable tool (eg
Bedding
screw head), undercut the
under cut
bedding below the bottom
on roof
edge of the ridge tile as per
the diagram shown here.
Bedding
2.Ensure that the edges of the
Point
ridge tile and the roof tile
works
surface next to the bedding
are brushed completely free
Roof
of powdery bedding mortar.
tile
3.Trowel SELLEYS POINT
WORKS GEN II to a thickness
of 3 to 5 mm, ensuring that
pointing has full contact with
and under the edge of the
ridge tile. Trowel in small runs to ensure a neat clean ﬁnish. Regularly mix the product in the
bucket to avoid skinning.
4.Finish SELLEYS POINT WORKS GEN II to a smooth surface with a wet trowel. Regularly clean
trowel with water to ensure a smooth ﬁnish. In hot weather SELLEYS POINT WORKS GEN II
RETARDANT SPRAY may be used to slow down skinning of the product surface and to aid
trowelling. Do not sponge or brush SELLEYS POINT WORKS GEN II as this will damage the
ﬁnished appearance. Sweep down each hip and ridge as pointing is complete to prevent
excess product adhering to tiles.
5.Weepholes must be installed in ridges and may be put in as you go or on completion of the job.

COVERAGE

OPEN TIME

One 10 litre bucket of SELLEYS POINT
WORKS GEN II covers approximately 22
metres of ridging.

10 to 20 minutes at 40ºC before product
starts to skin. This will vary depending on
environmental conditions.

For more information and application advice see the
Technical Data Sheet or contact Selleys Technical Enquiries

1300 555 205 (Australia)
0800 735 539 (New Zealand)
Rainforest
PW045

Peppercorn
PW021

MADE IN AUSTRALIA Selleys, 1 Gow Street, Padstow,
NSW 2211 Selleys New Zealand, The Gate, 373 Neilson St,
Onehunga, Auckland, New Zealand. Selleys and Point Works
are registered trade marks.
If It’s Selleys It Works is a trade mark.
TR930

